Properties and regulation of the thyrotropin receptor in the FRTL5 rat thyroid cell line.
Despite extensive use of FRTL5 cells in studies of responses to TSH and anti-TSH receptor antibodies, almost nothing is known of the properties of their TSH receptors, possibly because binding of TSH by these cells is negligible when studied in their usual culture medium. In the present studies, we have demonstrated that specific binding of TSH can readily be demonstrated in confluent monolayers of FRTL5 cells if their culture medium is replaced by Krebs-Ringer bicarbonate (KRB) buffer. In keeping with previous observations concerning the effects of cations on the binding of TSH in other thyroid systems, binding of TSH to FRTL5 was far greater when the medium used was a modified KRB in which an isosmotic substitution of sucrose for NaCl had been made. Kinetic studies of TSH binding in both types of medium suggested the presence of two binding sites, one with a higher affinity and lower maximum binding capacity than the other. The influence of NaCl was to decrease the capacity of both sites, that of the low affinity site to a greater extent than that of the high affinity site, whereas the affinities of the two sites remained unchanged. Correlative studies indicated that physiological responses to TSH were associated mainly with occupancy of the higher affinity sites. Experiments in which TSH binding was studied in cells grown to confluence in the presence of TSH from which TSH was then withdrawn and in cells maintained in the absence of TSH to which TSH was then added demonstrated the occurrence of up-and down-regulation, respectively, of receptor concentrations without a change in their affinities. The reduction in maximum binding capacity induced by TSH was proportionately greater in the case of the high affinity than the low affinity receptor. Down-regulation by TSH was concentration dependent and was demonstrable at a TSH concentration of 10(-11) M, considered to be physiological. Further, maximum down-regulation was induced by 10(-9) M TSH, the approximate concentration at which other responses to TSH in these cells reach their peak. Therefore, down-regulation of TSH receptors can be considered to be one of the physiological responses that TSH elicits.